
The Art & Science of
Negotiation
In today's world conflict is ever present in our places of work, our

homes, our communities and schools.  There has never been a

greater need for professionals thoroughly trained in negotiation

and dispute resolution to help school staff and students avoid or

mitigate educational and classroom disputes.

This interactive virtual workshop focuses on equity in education

and introduces skills for educators to better resolve disputes in

and outside of their physical classroom. Confusion can arise

when distinguishing conflict from bullying behavior. Schools must

expertly adjust their conflict resolution approaches when dealing

with bullying, diversity, inclusion and personality conflicts. As

classrooms look different, it is even more urgent to learn the art

of negotiation.

Stanley Braverman, Esq.  is a graduate of the Harvard Program on Negotiation and holds certificates

from Cornell University and the University of Notre Dame. He served as the Deputy District Director of the

six-state Philadelphia District of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and was the founding

director of the Negotiation and Conflict Resolution Institute at La Salle University. Mr. Braverman has  built

a national reputation for developing creative solutions for intractable, sensitive, and high-profile

employment and workplace disputes. He is president of Braverman Associates LLC and holds a MBA

from Drexel University and a Juris Doctor from Temple  University, School of Law.

Jennifer Braverman, MA is a Welcoming Schools nationally certified facilitator for the Human Rights

Campaign. Former Burlington County teacher of the year.  Ms. Braverman teaches visual arts to seventh-

to-12th graders at Maple Shade High School and Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at The College

of New Jersey. Ms. Braverman combines education, visual arts, and advocacy to engage her audience in

contemporary issues. Her art has appeared in solo and group exhibitions throughout the country.

NEW BRAVERSCHOOLS WORKSHOP FOR
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AND K-12 STAFF

The Presenters:

To learn more and to schedule The Art & Science of Negotiation Workshop, contact

Jennifer Braverman at 267.934.1370 or at jen.braverman@gmail.com


